The goal of the Very Large Hadron Collider (VLHC) is to extend the energy frontier beyond LHC. The proposed design center-of-mass energy for the VLHC pp collider is IM) TeV, with a luminosity of le34 sec-'. At present accelerator designs and calculations are being carried out for two different magnet technologies, one using superferric magnets at 2 Tesla (T), the other using highfield design with B > 10 T. This paper will summarize the accelerator parameters for these two designs. W e discuss the design parameters that have the largest effects on the performance of the accelerator and therefore need careful optimization.
INTRODUCTION
Hardon Colliders are the "discovery machines" for highenergy physics (HEP). The HEP and accelerator physics communities are working together to extend the energy frontier beyond LHC, and to understand the physics opportunities and the technical issues presented by the colliders.
A VLHC Steering Committee [l] was formed in response to the HEPAP suhpanel Report [Z] 
ACCELERATOR ENERGY
The injection energy into the HEB is fixed near 150 GeV, because we want to use the Main Injector as an injector. Several discussions have taken place to use the Tevatron and inject at 1 TeV. However, the Tevatron requires 30 MW for its cryogenic plant. This high load for an injector that will be used for only a few moments each day seem excessive. Over the long run, the operating cost of the Tevatron is too high.
The VLHC magnet R&D groups are investigating two different magnet technologies: high field (HF) (10.14 Tesla) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and low field (LF) (2 Tesla) [lo] . The magnetic field quality at injection, eddy currents, persistent current and hysteric effects limit the ratio of energy at collision to injection for a synchrotron (SF). The Main Injector has a scale factor of 16.8, Tevatron 6, HERA 23, and LHC is designed to achieve 15.5. We have assumed this scale factor to be 20 for our primary accelerator design. This assumption needs study from the magnet, beam dynamics, and cost optimization points of view. For an HEB that is entirely on the Fermilab site, high-field magnets operating at 4K could result in energy as high as 3-5 TeV. Operating injector at 1.8k is judged unreasonable due to cyclic energy loss. Obviously, a slightly larger machine could result in a lower vlhc S F at an expense of higher HEB SF. This problem could be eased by rebuilding a conventional accelerator, an MEB, in the existing Main Ring tunnel to increase the beam energy from 150 GeV to 300 GeV. Such a machine could 0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE.be quite inexpensive. For the low-field magnet, the HEB is limited by circumference of tunnel one is willing to build. A 3 TeV low field HEB requires about 35 km.
to a larger radius. The proposed beam-pipe radius for the LF magnet is 9 mm. The beam-pipe radius for HF magnet designs varies from 12 to 20 mm. The beam pipe aperture is reduced from the physical magnet aperture by the thickness of the synchrotron radiation beam screen for the
LUMINOSITY
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The Fermilab accelerators have a minimum bunch spacing is 18.9 ns. The expense of reducing the spacing and the detector triggering requirements encourages us to leave this the same. The design goal for the VLHC luminosity is 1~1 0~' c m~~ sec-'. This has been chosen due to of detector limitation, but could easily be a factor of 10 higher. At le34 luminosity a detector in VLHC will have less than 30 interactions per crossing. Table 1 gives the luminosity goals for the two VLHC options. It is important to note that the luminosity is not limited by proton economics, also there are several parameters that can be adjusted to achieve the same luminosity, for example smaller emittance and smaller bunch current. Smaller emittance in the HF option is due to the emittance damping caused by synchrotron radiation at colliding energy. The instability threshold for the transverse mode coupling instabilities (TMCI) is an issue for the LF design. This instability threshold is proportional to the cube of the beam pipe radius. It is expensive to increase the beam pipe radius and we are investigating several solutions to this instability.
The effect of ground motion, alignment, alignment drifts and vibration needs to be understood. Because of the large size of the ring in either design this could have implications on the correction system, when beam-pipe radius is small. Table 2 summarizes the lattice parameters for the two designs. The LF option uses combined function magnets. These magnets will have quadrupole and sextupole components. The phase advance per cell is chosen to be 60 degree. This reduces the requirement of large quadrupole strength and higher order correction schemes are easier to implement. These parameters are totally free and can be optimized, as the magnet data becomes available. 
LATTICE PARAMETERS
PIPE RADIUS
superconducting RF for acceleration although there is no problem using the normal conducting RF. Some of the RF parameters of general interest for superconducting RF system being discussed for the VLHC are summarized in 
SUMMARY
This paper gives a snapshot of some of the parameters being used in the accelerator design of the low field and high field VLHC. Collaborative efforts between magnet builders, accelerator technology developers and accelerator physicists throughout the process of accelerator d e s i g n will be used t o refine these parameters. 
